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Andrej Petrovic – Ivana Petrovic
Authority and Generic Heterogeneity
of Greek Sacred Regulations
Our paper is concerned with the notion of authority in Greek sacred regulations;
we posit that the type of authority issuing/prescribing a sacred regulation affects
both the content and the textual form of a regulation. We suggest that placing
an emphasis on the function of authority in an investigation of sacred regula-
tions might achieve greater understanding of the material,1 and shed light on
distinctive features of human vs. divine agencies in the Greek cultic normative
discourse. 
Taking as a point of departure our previous work on the topic, we submit
that the highest level of authority attested in sacred regulations is found in those
which claim to be products of divine agency. Such regulations are typically met-
rical in form, formulate strikingly different demands to those in prose, and,
through their form and language, aim for a higher stylistic register.2 Further-
more, we argue that the regulations sourcing their authority from the human
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sphere (at all levels, from private initiatives to official decrees of the city) are of
subordinate power and effect, when compared to regulations styled as divine or-
dinances.
Sacred regulations are notoriously difficult to categorize and define.3 The
first difficulty is their remarkable generic heterogeneity: Extant corpora indis-
criminately include laws and decrees issued by various levels of civic administra-
tion (in guises of grafai, diagrammata, nomoi, psephismata etc.4), but also
building inscriptions, dedicatory inscriptions, sacred calendars, regulations re-
garding the auctioning and sale of priesthoods, even sepulchral inscriptions, all
containing regulations pertaining to the cult practice. Secondly, the type of in-
formation they convey is also vastly diverse (from details of the dress code, to
type of the sacrifice, and establishment of festivals). 
Crucially, sacred regulations are not only disparate in genre and in the type
of information they convey; they also claim different authorities. There are state
issued legislative acts brought forth by a variety of civic entities (nomos of the
state: LSAM 16, 3rd c. BC, Gambreion, l. 4: νόμον εἶναι Γαμβρειώταις; psephis-
ma issued by a deme NGSL 2, 4th c. BC, Eleusis, 18–21: ἐψηφίσθαι τοῖς δημό-
ταις). By the same token, many regulations were issued by civic or religious as-
sociations and their officials.5
Even though these regulations were brought forth by a variety of civic bod-
ies, it is noteworthy that there was a consistent effort to link the regulations to
the divine sphere : The inscriptions were often set up in the sanctuary of the di-
vinity to which the regulation pertained, or in a sanctuary of the main divinity
of the city, or simply in the most prominent and frequented sanctuary of the
city.6 A clearer, more direct link between the regulation and a divinity is implied
in those cases when the divinity itself sets out the sacred regulations: Such is the
ephebic dedication from the Cave of Pan at Marathon (NGSL 4), where regula-
tions concerning the entry to the sanctuary were put in the mouth of Pan 7–8
ἀπαγορεύει ὁ θεὸς | μὴ [ε]ἰσφέρειν χρωμάτιν[ον] ... On other occasions, it is sim-
ply the name of the divinity at the beginning which offers a clue to the authority
of the text, such as a cathartic regulation placed on the entrance to a sanctuary
of Isis and Sarapis (NGSL 7) Στάλα Ἴσιος Σαράπιος. | Θεός.
Divinities seem to be especially keen to invest their authority via inscriptions
placed at the very doorstep of their sanctuaries. Texts placed at the entrance to
a sanctuary were known in Antiquity as programmata. They were often com-
posed in meter. Also striking is the way they are rarely – if ever – accompanied
by an indication of the authority behind them. Most Greek sacred regulations
do tend to spell out which individual or which institution issued them. Why do
programmata omit this information? We argue that in the case of programmata,
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the content and their metrical form indicate divine authority as the source of reg-
ulation. 
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